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Stress in isotropic elastic solid under superposed deformations 

W. PIETRASZKIEWICZ (GDANSK) 

THE EXPLICIT formulae for Cauchy stress tensor in isotropic elastic solid under successive super-. 
positioSI of two deformations have been given. Any deformation can be finite, small or infini
tesimal one. The exact formulae for elasticity tensors of zeroth, first and second order in 
arbitrarily deformed reference configuration have been obtained from the Lagrangian con
stitutive equation. For infinitesimally and smally deformed reference configurations the elas
ticity tensors have been expressed in terms of elastic constants of the first or also the 
second order in the natural state. Derivatives of some useful functions of the second-order 
tensor are given in the Appendix. 

Podano zamknictte wzory na tensor naprctienia Cauchy'ego w izotropowym ciele spr~iystym 
poddanym dwu kolejnym odksztalceniom. Odksztalcenia te mog(l bye skonczone, male lub 
infinitezymalne. Z r6wnania konstytutywnego Lagrange'a wyp(owadzono scisle wzory dla 
tensor6w sprctiysto8ci zerowego, pierwszego i drugiego rz~du w dowolnie odksztalconej 
konfiguracji odniesienia. Je8li konfiguracja odniesienia powstaje w wyniku odksztalcen infi
nitezymalnych lub malych, to tensory spr~iystosci wyraia sict za pomQCCl stalych spr~iystych 
stanu naturalnego pierwszego wzglctdnie r6wniei i drugiego nctdu. W "Dodatku" podano 
uiyteczne wzory na pochodne funkcji od tensora drugiego rz~du. 

,I(aroTc.R 3aMJaiYTbie <l>opMym.I .zlmi TeH30pa aanpiDKemrii KoWH B H30TpOIIHOM ynpyroM 
Tene, no,llBeprHY'fOM .zlBYM noCJie,lloBaTe.JibHbiM ,lle<l>opMarnum. 3TH ,lle<l>opMaiUIH MOryT 6biTb 
KoHe'lffibiMH, MaJlbiMH HJIH HH<l>HHHTC3HMa.JibHDIMH. 1-:13 onpe,llemnolllero ypaBHeHIDI JiarpaH
ma BbiBe,llCHbl TO'lffibiC <l>opMyJibl ,llJUI TeH30poB ynpyrOCTH HYJICBOro, nepBOro H BTOporo 
nop.R,lli<OB B npOH3BOJibHO ,lle<i>opMHpOBaHHOH KOH<i>HrYPal.lHH OTcqeTa. ECJIH KOH<l>Hcypa~HH 
OTClleTa llO,llBCpmyTbi HH<i>HHHTe3HMa.JibHbiM HJIH MaJibiM .ll$PMat.nUIM, TO TCH30pbl ynpyro
CTH Bbipa>KaiOTC.R npH noMOilUI ynpyrHX nocro.RHHbiX ecreCTBemmro cocro.RHH.R nepsoro 
H BToporo nop.R,lli<OB. B ,,I(onoJIHeHHH" npHBe,lleHbi noJie3Hbie <l>opMym.I .llJl.R npoH3BO.ll
HbiX <l>YHK~RH OT TCH30pa BTOporo nop.R,lll<a·. 

1. Introduction 

WITHIN the general theory of continuum mechanics presented by NoLL [1] and TRUESDELL 
and NOLL [2], the form of strain energy function for an elastic solid depends on the choice 
of reference configuration. The response of the elastic solid to deformation from an arbitra
rily deformed reference configuration is different from the response from the unstressed 
natural state. This fact was referred to as deformational anisotropy by BERG [3] and 
URBANOWSKI [4] and can be taken into account directly by specifying the elasticity tensors 
in the reference configuration. These elasticity tensors are in general different from those 
specified in the unstressed natural state. 

In this paper we discuss the stress-strain relations for an isotropic elastic solid . under 
successive superposition of two deformations. The first deformation is assumed to connect 
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the unstressed natural state with the deformed reference configuration, the second one 
connects the reference and actual configurations. Three kinds of deformations, depending 
on the norm of displacement gradients, have been taken into account: the finite, the small 
and the infinitesimal. 

First of all we present the exact formulae for the elasticity tensors of the zeroth, first 
and second order, derived in an arbitrarily deformed reference configuration [5]. These 
formulae have been obtained from the Lagrangean constitutive equation with respect 
to the reference configuration. For infinitesimally and smally deformed reference con
figuration the elasticity tensors have been expressed in terms of elastic constants of the 
first and also the second order in the natural state, respectively. 

Using the elasticity tensors obtained, six different cases of superposed deformations 
can be discussed. In addition to two trivial cases of successive superposition of two in
finitesimal or two finite deformations, we obtain here the closed explicit formulae for 
the Cauchy stress tensor in four other cases of infinitesimal or small deformation super
posed on a small or finite deformation. 

The exact and approximate relations obtained in this paper may be useful in problems 
of wave propagation, vibration and stability of initially deformed isotropic elastic solid, 
as well as when studying the second-order effects and other similar problems of non-linear 
elasticity. 

Most of the explicit formulae presented here are new and have been obtained using 
absolute tensor analysis. It is interesting to note here that TRUESDELL and NOLL [2] used 
extensively the notion of tensor functions, although little was said in that Ref. about 
their differentiation. The· general rules of differentiation of tensor functjons have been 
discussed by RYCHLEWSKI [6]. To obtain the results presented in the present paper, it was 
necessary to calculate effectively many derivatives of certain simple functions ·Qf the sec
ond-order tensor, which were not otherwise available. We considered it worthwhile 
to present some derivation formula-e in the Appendix at the end of this paper. We believe 
that some of them may be useful . also in other problems of mechanics. 

2. Notations and basic relations 

The absolute tensor analysis in three-dimensional Euclidean vector space [2, 6, 7] 
is used here. The system of notations for the continuum mechanics quantities is adopted 
mainly from [2]. 

Let the Euclidean tensors of the second order be denoted by A, B, ... , H, S, T Ere 2, 

and the metric tensor of this tensor space by 1 E <12 • The Euclidean tensors of the fourth 
and sixth-order are denoted by K, LE <14 and M, NE re6 • If by ® we denote the tensor 
product operation, then it is evident that tensors of the types l ® 1, 1 ® E, B ® B E re 4, 

while 1 ® 1 ® 1, B ® B ® B, G ® K E re6 • Let g;, g«, ... (i, ex= 1,2, 3) be the triples 
of basic vectors of the Euclidean three-dimensional vector space "f" = '41 • Any set of 
nine tensors of the types gi ® L, gi ® gi, g« ® gi, ... E fl2 , where gi · gi = ~~, form 
a basis for t'/2 • -
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STRESS IN ISOTROPIC ELASTIC SOLID UNDER SUPERPOSED DEFORMATIONS 873 

f.l,'ll 

Let P e CCP, Q e Clq, p ~ q. By pr e CIP we denote [6, 8] the operation of transposition 
(p,, v); by trP E flp_ 2 we denote the operation of contraction (p, v), 1 ~ p < 1' ~ p, 

and the simple dot operation and the full dot operation are defined, respectively, by 

(2.1) 

PQ = tr (P ® Q) E ~p+q-2, 
p,p+l 

p · Q := tr ... tr (P (8) Q) E rcp-q, p~q, 
p-q+1,p+1 p,p+q 

The derivatives of a tensor function f: ~2 ~ CCr, R = f(A), are denoted here by 
fA ,f.AA' ... and their values at Ao E f82 by !.A (Ao) E rcr+2• !.AA (Ao) E CCr+4• When 
A = g(B), g: CC 2 ~ CC 2 , the derivative of the tensor function h =fog, h(B) = f[g(B)] 
can be found according to the following chain rule: 

(2.2) h,B = f.A og,B = tr tr (f.A (8) g,B)P ~ q. 
r+l,r+3 r+2,r+4 

The derivatives of some tensor functions used here are included in the Appendix at 
the end of this paper. 

Let us consider three different mappings of the body f!l into three-dimensional Euclidean 
point space G [2]: x0 : f!l ~ 9 0 C G, the natural state, unstressed; x: f!l ~ 9" C 8, a ref
erence configuration, arbitrarily deformed; y: f!l ~fly c 8, the actual configuration. 
These three configurations define three deformations 

(2.3) Xo = X 0 Xol' X = y 0 x-1' x* = y 0 Xol' 

with three deformation gradients 

(2.4) Fo = VXo, F = VX• F* = VX*· 

For deformation x with deformation gradient F, the following relations hold [2]: 

(2.5) 

F = l+H, 

1 
E = T(C-1), 

c = FTF' B = FFT' 

- 1 
E = 2(H+Hr). 

Similar relations hold for deformations Xo and x*. We can obtain them using 
deformation gradients F0 and F* and defining in a similar way tensors H 0 , C0 , B0 , 

Eo, E0 , and H*, C*, B*, E*, E*, respectively. Between the analogous tensors defined for 
these three deformations we find the following relations: 

(2.6) 

F* = FF0 , 

C* = F6CF0 , 

H* = H 0 +H+HH0 , 

B* = FB0 Fr, 

E* = F6EFo+Eo •. 

- - -.1 TT 
E* = E0 + E + l (HH0 +Ho H ) . 

The Lagrangian constitutive equation for the elastic solid has th,e form [2, 8]: 

(2.7) 
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874 W. PIETRASZKIEWICZ 

where: a" and Tx- the strain energy functions defined with respect to x; ex -the material 
density in x; Sx- the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in y, defined with respect 
to x, related to T, the Cauchy stress-tensor in y, by the relation: 

(2.8) 

For an elastic solid with a specified symmetry group, representation theorems are 
formulated for the strain energy functions defined with respect to an undistorted state, 
mainly the natural state x0 . In terms of a0 and To, the strain energy functions defined 
with respect to x0 , the Lagrangian constitutive equation has the form: 

(2.9) 

where: eo -the material density in x0 ; S0 -the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
in y, defined with respect to x0 , and related to T by: 

(2.10) 

For an isotropic elastic solid a0 and To are orthogonal invariants 

(2.11) 
a 0 (C*) = a0 (lc•, !le•, Illc•), 

T0(E*) = r0(/E•, liE•, IIIE•), 

where the principal invariants of E* e <l2 , for example, are defined by: 

(2.12) 
liE• = ~ [(trE*)2 -trE*2

], 

lifE• = detE* = ! [(trE*)3 -3trE*2trE*+2trE*3
]. 

3. Elasticity tensors 

Expanding the constitutive equation (2.7) into Taylor series in the neighbourhood 
of x, we obtain: 

(3.1) 

where 

(3.2) 

~x = 2exax,c(l) = exTx,E(O), 

LH = 4ex f1x,cc(l) = ex Tx,u(O)' 

~ = Sex f1x,ccc(l) = ex Tx,EEE(O) 

are the elasticity tensors (elasticities according to [2]) of the zeroth, first and second order, 
in the reference configuration x. 
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To find these elasticity tensors, the explicit formulas for (Jx or Tx should be known. 
It may be found from (2.7) and (2.8), using (2.5) and (2.6), that . 

(Jx,c(C) = Fo(Jo,o(C*)Fb, 
(3.3) 

Tx,E(E) = Fa To,E•(E*)F~, 

and assuming (]0 or T0 to be given explicitly, these relations are, in fact, sufficient for 
our purpose. 

The transformations below will be effected using the function To first. Using the chain 
rule (2.2) and the formulae for derivatives of principal invariants of E* [2], ·we obtain: 

) 8ro 8ro 8ro 2 
(3.4) To,E•(E* = 8/E• 1+ 8//E• (/E•l-E*)+ 8///E* (//E•l-/E•E*+E* ). 

For a fixed deformation xo, tensor E* depends only onE and any function of E* is 
in fact the function of E. 

The relations (3.4) and (3.3) suggest the introduction of the following useful func
tions: 

gl(E) = Bo, 

(3.5) K2(E) = BofE·-[BoEBo+ ~ (B~-Bo)J. 

g,(E) = BollE•- [BoEBo+ ~ (B~-Bo)}E• 

+B0 EB0 EB0 + ~ (B~EB0 +B0 EB~)-B0 EB0 + ! (B~-2B~+B0). 

From (3.2) 1 , using (3.3)z, (3.4) and (3.5), we obtain the elasticity tensor of the zeroth 
order -which is at the same time the Cauchy stress tensor in x - to be 

3 

(3.6) Tx = ,2; T,G, 
r=l 

where 

(3.7) 

G1 = g1(0) = B0 , 

(3.8) G2 = g2 (0) = B0 /E0 - ~ (B~-Bo), 

G3 = g3(0) = B0 //Eo- ~ (B~-B0)/Eo+ ! (B~-2B~+Bo). 
To find the higher-order elasticity tensors, we note first that according to (2.6h and the 

appropriate differentiation formulae 

(3.9) 
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and for any invariant cx(E*), ex: scc2--+ 91, we have: 

(3.10) 

In particular, for the principle invariants of E* it follows that 

IE•,E = FolE•,E·F~ = Kt(E), 

(3.11) 1/E•,E = Fo//E•,E•F~ = K2{E), 

IIIE•,E = Fo///E•,E·F~ = g3(E). 

Now, from (3.5), (3.11) and the appropriate differentiation formulae, we obtain: 

Kt,E(E) = 0, 

(3.12) 

1 1,4 1,3 

KJ,E(E) = Bo ® BolE•- 2 [(Bo ® Bo)T + (Bo ® B0)T]/E• 

1 2 2 -2 [Bo ® CBo-Bo)+(Bo-Bo} ® Bo]-(BoEBo ® Bo+B0 ® BoEBo) 

1 1,4 1,3 

+ 4 [(BoEBo ® Bo+Bo ® BoEBoV +(BoEBo ® B0 +Bo ® B0 EB0)T]. 

Let us define the tensors 

K1 = Kt,E(O) = 0, 

(3.13) 
1 1,4 1,3 

K3 = KJ,E(O) = Bo ® Bo/Eo- T [(Bo ® Bo)T +(Bo ® Bo)T]JEo 

- ~ [So® (B~-Bo)+(B~-Bo) ® Bo) 

1 1,4 1,3 

+ 4 [ {Bo ® (B~-Bo) + (B~-Bo) ® Bl)} T + {Bo ® (B~-B0) + (B~-B0 ) ® Bo} T]; 

N1 = Kt;EE(O) = 0, N2 = K2,EE(O) = 0, 

(3.14) 
1 1t4 1,3 

N3 = KJ,EE(O) = Bo ® B0 ® Bo- 2 {Bo ® [(B0 ® Bo) + (Bo ® Bo)T] 

1,6 1,5 1,4 1,3 

+ [(Bo ® Bo ® Bo)T + (Bo ® Bo ® Bo)T]+ [(Bo ® Bo)T + (Bo ® Bo)T] ® Bo} 
1 1,4 1,3 1,6 1,5 1,4 

+ 8 { (Bo ® [ (Bo ® Bo) T + (Bo ® Bo)T] + [ (Bo ® Bo ® Bo)T + (Bo ® B0 ® Bo)T])T 

1,4 1,3 1,6 1,5 1,3 

+ (Bo ® [(Bo ® Bo)T + CBo ® Bo)T] + [(Bo ® B0 ® B0) T +€Do® Bo ® Bo)T]f}. 
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Differentiating (3.3)2 according to (3.2), and using (2.2), (3.7), (3.8), (3.13) and (3.14), 
for the elasticity tensors of the first- and second-order in x we obtain: 

3 3 

Lx = 2(-r,K,+ r r,,G, ® G,), 
r=l s=l 

3 3 ~~ 

(3.15) Mx = r { r,N, + r ( T,s(K, ® Gs + {K, ® GsY T 

r=1 s--· 
3 

+G, ® K,)+ r TrstGr ® Gs ® G,]}' 
t=l 

where 

(3.16) iFi0 I OTo I 
T 12 = (be i)]E• i)]]E• E=O' ... ' T 312 = l!x i)]]]E• 0/E• i)]]E• E-0' ... 

It is worthwhile once more to point out here that the relations (3.6) and (3.15) obtained 
for the elasticity tensors of the isotropic elastic solid are exact and valid for arbitrarily 
deformed reference configuration x. The relations analogous to (3.5) can be found in [2]. 
The explicit exact relations for Lx and Mx given here in (3.15) have not been discussed 
in the literature and are new, [5]. 

In a special case when xis a natural state, x = x 0 , then E0 = 0, B0 = 1, Tx = T0 = 0 
and the elasticity tensors of the first and second order in x 0 have the form: 

1,4 1,3 

L0 = A1 ® l+,u[(1 ® 1)T +(1 ® 1l], 
1,4 1,3 

(3.17) Mo = 1111 ® 1 ® 1+P2 {1 ® [(1 ® 1)T +(1 ® 1)T] 
1,6 1,5 1,4 1,3 

+((1@ 1@ 1)T +(1@ 1@ 1l]+((1@ 1)T +(1@ 1)T]@ 1} 
1,4 1,3 1,6 1,5 1,4 

+113{(1 ® ((1 ® 1)T + (1@ 1)T]+((1@ 1 ® 1)T + (1 @ 1 @ 1)TDT 
1,4 1,3 1,6 1,5 1,3 

where 
+(1 ® [(1 ® f)T + (1 ® 1)T]+((1 ® 1 ® 1T + (1 {8) 1@ 1)T])T}, 

1 
,u = - 2{}2' 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

The second-order elastic constants 111 , 112 , 113 and the relation (3.17h written in com
ponents with respect to the natural basis of a coordinate system given in x0 , have been 
introduced in [9]. 

Similar relations can also be obtained in terms of the strain energy function ax(C). 
The equivalent formulae are only more complicated in the present case since for C = 1 
some terms do not dissapear, as was the case forE= 0 when we used rx(E). In the present 

·case, we also introduce the functions: 

gl(C) = lc•,c = Bo, 
(3.20) K2CC) = llc•,c = Bolc•-BoCBo, 

g3(C) = lllc•,c = Bollc•-BoCBolc•+UoCBoCBo, 
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and from (3.2) by analogous transformations we obtain the exact relations for the elasticity 
tensors in x: 

3 

T)( = 2 _2; u,G, 
r=l 

3 3 

~ = 4}; (u,K,+ ~ CJ,5 G, ® Gs), 
(3.21) 

r= 1 r= 1 

3 

+ 2 C1rstGr ® Gs ® G,]}' 
t=l 

where 

G, = g,(l), K, = g,,c(l), N, = g,,cc(l), 

( iJao I iJao I 
3.22) (112 = e)( iJlc· iJIIc· C=t' ... ' (1312 = e)( iJIIlc· iJlc· iJIIc· C=l' ... 

The explicit formulas for G, K, and N, can easily be obtained from g,(C) in exactly 
the same way as those found before for G, K, and N, from g,(E), and we do not present 
them here. When x = x0 , we obtain the relations (3.17), where the elastic constants 
A, I' and v1 , v2 , v3 are defined in terms of u0 by some more complicated relations, for 
example: 

(3.23) 

where 

(3.24) 

A= 4(~2+~3)+4[~u +2~12+~13+2(~21 +2~22+~23)+~31 +~32+~33], 

"= -2(~2 +~3), 

4. Smally strained reference configuration 

The exact results forT)(,~ and Mx have been derived analytically assuming the explicit 
from of the strain energy functions -r0 or u0 to be given for the isotropic elastic solid. 

For a wide class of elastic solids, the explicit analytic formulae for the strain energy 
functions have not as yet been established. The material properties of the solid are usually 
described in terms of some elastic constants of the first and second order defined in the 
natural state x0 • These constants, which ate determined experimentally, enable us to 
describe satisfactorily the behaviour of the solid for the most important class of relatively 
small deformations from the natural state. 

The magnitude of deformation Xo is usually described by a norm of displacement 
gradient H0 , defined by IHol = (H0 • H0)

112 
"' e. In this paper, we consider deformation 

Xo to be small if 1 + e3 ~ 1 and infinitesimal if 1 + e2 ~ 1. 
For small deformation z0 , the elasticity tensors T)(, ~ and Mx, describing the solid 

material properties in a reference configuration x, can be found approximately, by 
expanding them in the neighbourhood of x 0 into Taylor series with respect to Ho. 
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All such expansions have the form: 

(4.1) 
1 

f(Ho) = /(0) + f.Ho(O) · Ho+ 2f f.uoHo(O} · (Ho ® Ho)+ ... , 

where f.Ho• f.HoHo , ... are obtained using the chain rule (2.2) and derivatives of the ap
propriate tensor functions given in the Appendix. For various terms of (3.6) and (3.15), 
we obtain the following expansions [8, 10]: 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

B0 = 1+2E0 +H0H~, 
2 - -2 Bo-Bo = 2E0 +(4Eo+H0H~+ ... , 

B~-2B~+B0 = 4E~+ ... , 

- 1 T 
Eo= Eo+ THoHo, E~ = E5+ ... , E~ = + ... 

1 
/Eo = IF:o + 2 luiHo, //Eo = Ilio + · · ·, [[[Eo = + · · · 

:: = (detC0 )
1

'
2 = l+li!',+ (- ~ Ii,+211B.+ ~ luiuo )+ ... 

:: =l-1€,+ (~ Ii,-Uli!',-lu;ru.)+ ... 

T, = D,+(IJ,1 -D,)I;;.+ [ ~ (D,1 -{},)Iu&Ho 

'l'rs = {},+ ({}rsl -{},)fi, + ... 
'l'r.r = {}rst+ ... • 

+ ( ~ D,11 -D,. + ~ D,) Ii_ + (D,2 -2D,)lli!',]+ ... 

From (3.8), (3.13) and (3.14}, and using (4.2) and (4.3), we can find the expansions 
of G, K, and N, then put them together with (4.5) into (3.6) and (3.15), and make use 
of (3.18) to introduce the elastic constants A., p and v1 , v2 , v3 • Mter lengthy but elementary 
algebraic transformations, we obtain the following expansions for the elasticity tensors: 

T. = [A+ ( ·~ +•2-A) li, }f.l+2[p+(•2+ A-p)IEJi, 

+ (; !Hiuo-2v2l/F.;,)l+pH0H~+4(v3+p)i~+ ... 

1,4 1,3 

(4.6) lx = [A+(v1 -A)IF:o]1 ® 1+ (p+(v2 -p)/io]((1 ®1)T +(1 ® 1)T] 

+2(v2 + A)(1 ® E0 +Eo ® 1) 

- - 1,4 - - 1, 3 . 
+2(v3 +p)[(1 ® E0 +E0 ® 1)T +(1 ® Eo+Eo ® l)T]+ ... 

Mx = Mo+ ... 

9 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 5174 
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The relation for TM analogous to (4.6)1 with different second-order elastic constants 
has been obtained in [10, 11]. The explicit relation for~ given here in (4.6)2 has not been 
discussed in the literature and is new [5]. 

For infinitesimal deformation z0 , it follows from (4.6)2 that 

TM = lli0 1+2,uEo+ ... 
(4.7) 

~=Lo+ ... , 

and this result is well known from the classical linear theory of elasticity. 

5. Stress under superposed deformations 

The exact (3.6), (3.15) and the approximate (4.6) relations for elasticity tensors in 
arbitrarily and smaUy deformed reference configuration, respectively, make it possible 
to formulate the basic field equations of the non-linear theory of elasticity with various 
degrees of approximation. Here we discuss in greater detail only the stress-deformation 
relations under successive superposition of two various deformations. 

We have introduced .here three different ·kinds of deformations: the finite, the small 
and the infinitesimal. Thus there may be at most nine different cases of superposition 
of these deformations. We do not discuss here, however, the superposition of the finite 
on smaJI or infinitesimal deformations, or the smaJl on an infinitesimal deformation, 
since these cases are physically unjustified. For the six remaining cases of superposition 
we present the explicit relations for the Cauchy stress tensor T. 

a) Successive super position of two finite deform at i o n s. 
In this, the most general, case from (2.9) and (2.10) we have: 

(5.1) 

and this relation is useful only within the exact non-linear elasticity [2]. 
b) Small deformation superposed on a finite deformation. 

The appropriate relation for T can be obtained from (2.8) using (3.1), (2.5)1 and an ex
pansion for e/e" similar to (4.4)2 • Retaining only the terms quadratic in H, we obtain: 

(5.2) T = T,-IE;,T.+ HT,+ T,HT +L.. E+ ( ;_ Ii -2//E -/HTH)T. 

-/i(HTM+TKH+LK. E)+HTKH+H(LK. E)+(LK. E)HT 

1 1 - -
+ TLK. (HTH)+2~. (E ®E)+ ... , 

where TK , LK and ~ are given by (3.6) and (3.1). 
c) In-finitesimal deformation superposed on a finite de

for mat ion. Retaining in (5.2) only the terms linear in H, we have: 

(5.3) 

The general relations of this kind are well known [2, 12, 13, 14], but they are specified 
usually only for homogeneous deformations. Here the explicit form of (5.3) can easily 
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be found for the isotropic elastic solid, if we make use of (3.6) and (3.15)1 • In particular, 
the last term of (5.3) is the linear combination of the fo11owing terms: 

G1 • E = tr(F~EF0), 
(5.4) G2 • E = /Eotr(F~EFo)-tr(F0EoF~E), 

G3 • E = l/E0tr(F1;EF0)-/Eotr(FoE0 F~E)+tr(F0E~F~E) 
Kl. E = 0, 

(5.5) K2 • E = B0 tr(F~EFo)-BoEBo, 
K3 • E = B0/E0tr(F~EFo)-BoEB0 /Eo-Botr(FoE0 F~E) 

- F o Eo F~ tr(F~EF0) + F o E0 F~EB0 + B0 EF 0 E0 F~. 
d) S u c c e s s i v e s u p e r p o s i t i o n o f t w o s m a 11 d e f o r m a t i o n s. 

The appropriate relation for T follows from (5.2) if the expression of (4.6) are used for 
the elasticity tensors. Retaining only the terms square in H 0 or H and their products, 
after extensive but elementary transformations we obtain: 

( 5.6) T = [A+ ( i +•2- A) l&.+E>] l<E.+E> l + 2(p + (>2 +A -}')I,E,+E>) (E0 + i:) 

+ [-} l(Ho+H)T(Ho+ H)+ ; l(HBo+ Hl' HT)- 2v2 11&.+ ii)} +/'(Ho+ H) (Ho+ H)' 

T T - -+p(HH0 +HoH )+4(v3 +,u)(E0 +E)2 + ... 

A similar result in terms of different elastic constants and applying a certain perturba
tion technique was obtained in [10]. 

Note that in this case we need to know only the elastic constants of the first- and second
order in x0 , and not the explicit form of the strain energy function. For such small deforma
tion non-linear theory of elasticity, it is possible to formulate all field equations which 
would be applicable beyond the limits of classical linear elasticity theory. 

e) Infinitesimal deformation superposed on a small de
f o r m a t i o n. For this case, it suffices to omit in (5.6) aJI the terms which are quadratic 
in H, to obtain: 

(5.7) T = [A+(•~ +•2-A)IE,}E,+i">l+(•~ +•2-A)IEIE;,l 

+2[,u+ (v2 + J.-,u)l£J(E0 +E)+2(v2 +A- ,u)liEo 
;. . 

+ 2 [/(Ho+H)H( + 2/HE0 + IH[ HT]l- 2Vz [11€0 + liii- li0 i]l 

+ ,u[(H0 +H)Hl; + 2HE0 +Hl;HT]+4(v3 + ,u){E5 + E0 E+ EE0)+ ... 

The same result follows also from (5.3) if the expressions (4.6)1 , 2 are used. 
f) Successive superposition of two infinitesimal deforma

tions. Retaining in (5.7) only the terms linear in H0 and H, we obtain: 

(5.8) T = J./<io+i.>1+2,u(Eo+E)+ ... , 

which gives us the well known superposition principle of the classical linear theory of 
elasticity. 

9* 
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Appendix 

Derivatives of some functions of the seconHrder tensor 

The formulae presented here for derivatives of tensor functions f: ~ 2 -+ re 2 and 
/:'12 -+ '10 have been obtained bearing in mind that for any Be ~2 and ex e 9t 

d 
f.A(A) · B = dcx /(A+ cxB)Icz=o. 

For example, for f{A) = A2 we have: 

d 
/.A(A) · B = dcx [(A+ cxB)(A + cxB)]Icz=o = BA+ AB 

and 
1,4 

(A® t)T · B = Ailg''B,.,.(gt · g"')(gi · g")g, ® gJ = BA, 

The formulae for derivatives can be presented in many other equivalent forms; for 
example, we have also: 

2,3 1,4 2,3 

AB = (A® t)T · B = [A(l ® t)T] · B = [A(l ® l)Tj · B = ... 

Many similar tensor identities have been given in [8]. 
Derivatives of some simple functions of the second-order tensor are given in Table 1. 

Table 1 

No. I /(A) f.A(A) I Remarks 

1,4 

1 A (1 ® l)T 
1,3 [6, 8] 

2 AT (1 ® l)T 
--

1,3 1,4 

3 ATA (A® 1)T +(1 ® A)T 

(AT® 1)}l
4 

+ (1 ® A)¥
3 

[6, 8] 

4 AAT 
--

1,4 

5 PAQ (Q ® pTl 
1,3 P,QeCC2 

6 PATQ (Q ® P)T 
-

7 g(A) h(A) 
1,2 1,2 

{[h(A)]TfK,A (A)]T }T +g(A)h,A (A) g:~2 .... rc2 
,,, 3,5 4,6 ,,, 

h:fl2-+ ~2 8 {g(A) ® h(A)} T {[g A (A)® h(A)]T T +g(A) ®hA (A)}T 
' ' I 
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In applications to continuum mechanics; the argument A off is usually the symmetric 

tensor A e "'C 2 • To find f. A at ''C 2 , we extend I into re 2 , defining f(A) = I G (A+ A')]. 

then find J.A at re 2' and finally restrict re 2 to :sre 2 by putting A = AT. 
Derivatives of some tensor functions of symmetric argument are given in Table 2. 

Table 2 

No. I /(A) f.A(A) 

1 1,4 1,3 

A -[(10 l)T +(10 1)T 1 
2 
1 1,4 1,3 

2 A2 - -[(A®1+l®A)T +(A®1+1®A)]T] 
2 

-3-c-- ~ [(Q®Pr)\'
4 +(Q®P)~'] 

I & ·~'L 1 I ,4 1,3 

4 IPAQAR · -[(QAR0PT+R0QTAPT)T +(QAR®P+R®PAQ)T] 
2 
1 1,6 1,5 

5 PAQ ~ R - [(Q ® R ® pT)T + (Q ® R ® P)T ] 
2 -

6 P ®QAR 

7 PAQ®RAS 

References 

1 1,4 1,3 

-P ® [(R ® QT)T +(R~ Q)T ] 
2 

I 
1 1,6 1,5 

-[(Q ® RAS ® pT)T + (Q ® RAS ® P)T 

! 
2 

+PAQ ® (S ® RT)~4 +PAQ® (S ® R)\''1 
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